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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a nonparametric Bayesian graph topic model (GTM) based on hierarchical Dirichlet
process (HDP) is proposed. The HDP makes the number of topics selected flexibly, which breaks
the limitation that the number of topics need to begiven in advance.Moreover, theGTM releases
the assumption of ‘bag of words’ and considers the graph structure of the text. The combination
of HDP andGTM takes advantage of bothwhich is named asHDP–GTM. The variational inference
algorithm is used for the posterior inference and the convergence of the algorithm is analysed.
We apply the proposed model in text categorisation, comparing to three related topic models,
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), GTM and HDP.
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1. Introduction

We are entering the era of big data. It becomes more
difficult for people to find valuable information from
the explosion of document archives. New techniques or
tools need to be used to deal with automatically organ-
ising, searching and understanding large collections.
Topic modelling provides a convenient way to analyse
big unstructured text (Miner et al., 2012). A topicmodel
is a kind of a probabilistic generative model that has
been used widely in the field of computer science text
mining and information retrieval in recent years (Gupta
& Lehal, 2009).

The origin of the probabilistic topic model is latent
semantic indexing (LSI) (Deerwester, 1990); it has been
the basis for the development of the topic model. Based
on LSI, probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA)
(Hofmann, 1999) was proposed by Hofmann and is
probabilistic topic modelling. Latent Dirichlet alloca-
tion (LDA) proposed by Blei, Ng, and Jordan (2003)
is a method using probabilistic generative models. The
basic assumption of LDA is ‘bag of word’ which means
the order of the words can be neglected. Recently, there
aremanymethods using probabilistic topicmodels that
are based on LDA via combinationwith particular tasks
and relaxing the assumption of LDA (Blei, 2012). In
many text analysis settings, a document is composed
of the words which serve as nodes, and the relations
between words serve as edges (Valle, 2011). The rela-
tions may be co-occurrence relations, association rela-
tions or other semantic relations. Then, the text is
expressed as graph structure data. The research of graph
structure data belongs to the field of graphmining. The
idea of graph mining to the topic model can improve
the accuracy of classification or clustering of text graph

structure data compared with text mining which only
considers nodes but ignores the relationship between
them. In addition, many practical tasks can all benefit
from this kind of graph mining such as products, ser-
vices and website retrieval. Although topic models have
proved to be very successful in discovering latent topics,
the standard topic models cannot be directly applied
to graph-structured data because of the ‘bag-of-word’
assumption. Xuan, Lu, Zhang, and Luo (2015) proposed
a method using topic model for graph mining (GTM)
which assumes that there is an edge between two
nodes in a graph, these two nodes tend to talk similar
content.

In LDA, the topics are fixed for the whole corpus,
and the number of topics is assumed to be known
in advance. However, it is usually hard to make such
a decision without a deep knowledge of the data set.
Recent advances in Bayesian nonparametric modelling,
specifically hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) (Ger-
shman & Blei, 2012; Teh, Jordan, Beal, & Blei, 2006),
has lead to ‘infinite’ topic models. The number of topics
does not need to be specified and is determined by col-
lection during the posterior inference and furthermore,
new documents can exhibit previously unseen topics.
This paper proposes a method using graph topic model
based on hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP-GTM).
HDP-GTM realises the flexible selection of topic num-
bers by the property of HDP, breaking through the
limitation that classical topic models in advance. At the
same time, thismethod breaks through the limitation of
the assumption ‘bag of word’ and takes the graph struc-
ture of the text into account which can make full use of
data information, thus the text classification accuracy
can be significantly improved.
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Exactly computing posterior distributions for the
HDP-GTM is very intractable.We propose a variational
inference algorithm for the HDP-GTM. Variational
inference (VI) is a method from machine learning
for approximating probability densities (Blei, Kucukel-
bir, & McAuliffe, 2017; Jordan, Ghahramani, Jaakkola,
& Saul, 1999; Wainwright & Jordan, 2008). Variational
inference is widely used to approximate posterior den-
sities for Bayesian models, an alternative strategy to
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Com-
pared to MCMC, variational inference tends to be
faster and easier to scale to large datasets. It has been
applied to problems such as large-scale document anal-
ysis, computational neuroscience and computer vision.
But variational inference has been studied less rigor-
ously than MCMC, and its statistical properties are
less well understood. In this paper, we apply a varia-
tional inference algorithm for calculating the posterior
distribution and investigate its convergence property.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We provide
a brief introduction of the related models LDA, HDP
and GTM in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we propose
HDP–GTM based on HDP and GTM. The posterior
inference is derived by the variational inference pro-
cedure and the convergence of variational inference
algorithm is verified in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5,
experiments are conducted to compare the perfor-
mance of the HDP–GTM with LDA, HDP and GTM
on the Reuter dataset and the 20-newsgroup dataset.
Section 6 concludes the paper with some concluding
remarks.

2. Related work

This section will provide more details about LDA,
GTM, and HDP respectively.

2.1. Latent Dirichlet allocation

First, we review the underlying statistical assumptions
of the LDA. The LDA is a method using three-level
hierarchical Bayesian model which includes three lev-
els of documents, topics and words. LDA adds a priori
distribution of document-topic level and topic-word
level. LDA assumes that the probability of document-
topic is p(z | d) extracted from Dirichlet distribution
Dir(α) and the probability of topic-word is p(w | z)
extracted multinomial distribution respectively. The
Dirichlet distribution and multinomial distribution are
conjugate prior distributions, which can simplify the
calculation of the posterior distribution. The graphi-
cal representation of LDA is shown in Figure 1 and
each document is assumed drawn from the following
generative process:

(1) Draw the topic proportion θd
i.i.d.∼ Dir(α) for

each document;

Figure 1. Graphical model representation of LDA.

(2) Draw φk
i.i.d.∼ Dir(β) for each topic;

(3) For each word n in the document d:
(a) Draw topic assignment zdn

i.i.d.∼ Multi(θd);
(b) Draw wdn | {φ}∞k=1, zdn ∼ Multi(φzdn) for

each word.

As the figure makes clear, there are three levels to
the LDA representation. The parameters α and β are
corpus-level parameters, assumed to be sampled once
in the process of generating a corpus. The variables θd
are document-level variables, sampled once per doc-
ument. Finally, the variables zdn and wdn are word-
level variables and are sampled once for each word in
each document. It is difficult to compute the poste-
rior distribution directly, two commonly used methods
are variational EM algorithm which aims at looking to
the approximate Bayesian estimate of p(w |α,β) (Blei
et al. 2003) and the other method is Gibbs sampling
(Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004).

LDA considers the prior distribution of parame-
ters, and the topic distribution is no longer fixed, but
obtained by sampling. However, LDA is based on the
‘bag of words’ assumption, regardless of the order of
words, and regardless of the correlation between words.
In this way, some important information in the text will
be omitted, resulting in information loss.

2.2. Graph topicmodel

The traditional topic models are based on the assump-
tion of ‘bag of words’, that is, words in text are indepen-
dent and exchangeable (Aldous, 1985). Exchangeability
means that we don’t consider the order in which the
locations of words appear in the text, nor do we con-
sider the association between words. Although topic
model has been popular in the field of text mining
and information retrieval, the research on topic min-
ing of graph structure text data is insufficient. Xuan,
Lu, Zhang, and Luo (2015) proposed a method using
probabilistic topic model based on graph structure data
which was inspired by graph structure text data.

GTM is an extension of LDA which the graph struc-
ture of text data is considered. Although the traditional
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topic model is considered very successful, traditional
topic models cannot be directly applied to graph struc-
ture text data because of the ‘bag of word’ assumption of
the topicmodel. In the graph topicmodel,wdn indicates
a node in the document d and ewdi,wdj in the document
d indicates the edge between the nodewdi and the node
wdj corresponding to the relationship between words.
Applying GTM to text data requires adding an edge
parameter e in LDA model. Assuming that two nodes
describe similar topics, it is considered that there is an
edge between these two nodes. The edge is a parameter
that describes the topic similarity of the nodes, there-
fore, ewdi,wdj can be generated by the topic distribution
of node wdi and node wdj.

The graphical representation of GTM is shown in
Figure 2 and the corresponding generative process is as
follows.

(1) Draw topic proportion θd
i.i.d.∼ Dir(α) for each

document
(2) Draw φk

i.i.d.∼ Dir(β) for each topic

(3) Draw topic assignment zdn
i.i.d.∼ Multi(θd)

(4) Draw wdn|{φ}∞k=1, zdn ∼ Multi(φzdn) for each
word node

(5) For all edges in a graph: draw ewdi,wdj ∼
Bernoulli(pwdi,wdj) for each edge, where

pwdi,wdj(ewdi,wdj = 1) = φzdi · φzdj (1)

ewdi,wdj is the edge between word wdi and word wdj
which is extracted from Bernoulli distribution, and
pwdi,wdj is the parameter of Bernoulli distribution.

From Figure 2, ewdi,wdj is generated from {zdi, zdj,�},
so it means that the probability of the existence of an
edge between two nodes is determined by the similarity
of their topic distributions. This similarity is measured
by vector inner product of φzdi and φzdj , where φzdi is
node distribution of topic zdi, as shown in Equation (1).
The more similar topics of two keywords are, the more
likely there is an edge between these two nodes. Dif-
ferent from the ‘bag of words’ assumption of the tra-
ditional topic model, Bernoulli distribution is used to

Figure 2. Graphical model representation of GTM.

model the relationship between two keywords, and the
similarity between two theme distributions of two key-
words is parameterised in GTM. By considering the
relationship between key words in the document, GTM
is verified better than LDA through the experimental
results of text classification GTM is derived from LDA,
and both of these models belong to Bayesian models.
Similar to LDA, the deficiency of GTM model lies in
that the number of topics needs to be given in advance,
it is difficult to make such a decision without a deep
knowledge of the dataset. HDP is a Bayesian nonpara-
metric method for modelling topic model, the number
of topics does not need to be specified in advance and
is determined by collection during posterior inference.

2.3. Hierarchical Dirichlet process

HDP is useful in problems in which there are multiple
groups of data (Teh et al., 2006; Wang et al. 2011) . The
HDP is a hierarchical extension to Dirichlet process
(DP) (Blackwell & MacQueen, 1973; Ferguson, 1973).
The hierarchical structure provides an elegant way of
sharing parameters. Mathematically,

G0 ∼ DP(γ ,H),

Gd ∼ DP(α0,G0), for each document d, (2)

where H is the base probability measure, γ and α0 are
concentration parameters. The distribution G0 varies
around H by an amount controlled by γ and the dis-
tribution Gd in group d varies around G0 by an amount
controlled by α0.

The HDP can be seen as adding another level of
smoothing on top of DP mixture models. For each
d, let θd1, θd2, . . . be iid random variables distributed
as Gd. Each θdn is a factor corresponding to a single
observation wdn. The likelihood is given by

θdn |Gd ∼ Gd,

wdn | θdn ∼ Multi(θdn). (3)

Sticking-breaking priors are rich and important class
of randommeasures in Bayesian Nonparametric which
origins in Ferguson (1973) and Sethuraman (1994) pro-
posed infinite mixture representation of the Dirichlet
process. HDP can be constructed by stick-breaking
method which was shown in Teh, Jordan, Beal and
Blei (2006). We describe an alternative stick-breaking
construction for the HDP proposed by Wang, Pais-
ley and Blei (2011). For the corpus-level DP draw, this
representation is

β ′
k ∼ Beta(1, γ ),

βk = β ′
k

k−1∏
�=1

(1 − β ′
�),
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φk
i.i.d.∼ H,

G0 =
∞∑
k=1

βkδφk . (4)

Thus G0 is discrete and has support at the atoms
φ = (φk)

∞
k=1 with weights β = (βk)

∞
k=1. The distribu-

tion for β is written as β ∼ GEM(γ ) which stands for
Griffiths, Engen, and McCloskey (Pitman 2002). The
construction of each document-level Gj by Sethura-
man’s stick-breaking construction is

π ′
dt ∼ Beta(1,α),

πdt = π ′
dt

t−1∏
�=1

(1 − π ′
d�),

πdt
i.i.d.∼ G0,

Gd =
∞∑
t=1

πdtδψt . (5)

Notice that each document-level atom ψdt maps to a
corpus-level atomφk inG0 according to the distribution
defined by G0. The distribution for πd is also writ-
ten as πd ∼ GEM(α). Let cd = (cdt)∞t=1 be a series of
indicator variables which are drawn i.i.d.,

cdt
i.i.d.∼ Mult(β), (6)

where β ∼ GEM(γ ). Then let

ψdt = φcdt . (7)

Thus we do not need to explicitly represent the docu-
ment atoms ψ j. The property that multiple document-
level atoms ψdt can map to the same corpus-level atom
φk in this representation which is similar in spirit to the
Chinese restaurant franchise (CRF) (Teh et al., 2006),
where each restaurant can have multiple tables serv-
ing the same dish φk. In the CRF representation, a
hierarchical Chinese restaurant process allocates dishes
to tables. Here, we use a series of random indicator
variables cd to represent this structure. Given the repre-
sentation in Sethuraman’s stick-breaking construction,
the generative process for the observedwords in the dth
document is as follows:

zdn
i.i.d.∼ Mult(πd),

θdn = ψdzdn = φcdzdn
,

wdn
i.i.d.∼ Mult(θdn). (8)

The indicator zdn selects topic parameter ψdt , which
maps to one topic φk through the indicators cdt . The
graphical representation of GTM is shown in Figure 3
and HDP topic model is described below:

(1) Draw β ∼ GEM(γ ) and πd ∼ GEM(α)

Figure 3. Graphical model representation of the HDP.

(2) Draw φk
i.i.d.∼ Dir(λk)

(3) For each word wdn in the document d where n ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,Nd} and t ∈ {1, 2 · · · , },
(a) Draw cdt

i.i.d.∼ Mult(β) and zdn
i.i.d.∼ Mult(πd);

(b) Draw wdn | {φk}∞k=1, zdn, cdt ∼ Mult(φcdzdn ).

In an HDP, the number of topics does not need to be
specified in advance and is determined by collection
during posterior inference and furthermore, new doc-
uments can exhibit previously unseen topics. However,
HDP cannot take the relationship of thewords into con-
sideration. The new model which combines GTM with
HDP is required.

3. HDP–GTM

This section will introduce the proposed method
HDP–GTM. HDP–GTM is an extension of GTM
which includes the co-occurrence relationship between
words. Besides, HDP–GTM considers the HDP, so
that the number of topics is no longer fixed but
determined flexibly according to the document itself.
HDP–GTM suppose that the topic distribution of the
text is extracted from an HDP rather than a Dirich-
let distribution whose dimension is fixed. The graph
model representation of HDP–GTM is presented in
Figure 4 and the generative HDP–GTM is described
below:

(1) Draw β ∼ GEM(γ ) and πd ∼ GEM(α)
(2) Draw φk

i.i.d.∼ Dir(λ)
(3) For each word wdn in the document d where n ∈

{1, 2, . . . ,Nd} and t ∈ {1, 2 · · · },
(a) Draw cdt

i.i.d.∼ Mult(β) and zdn
i.i.d.∼ Mult(πd);

(b) Draw wdn | {φk}∞k=1, zdn, cdt ∼ Mult(φcdzdn );
(c) ewdi,wdj is the edge between wordwdi and word

wdj drawn from the Bernoullii distribution
with parameter φcdzdi · φcdzdj .

Then, we have

p(ewdi,wdj = 1) = φcdzdi
· φcdzdj .
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Figure 4. Graphical model representation of HDP–GTM.

The principle of edge generation in HDP–GTM is
consistentwithGTM, assuming that there is association
between words with similar topic distribution, and the
similarity of topic distribution is determined by the
inner product of the topic distribution of correspond-
ing words.

In the HDP–GTM, the joint likelihood of the whole
corpus is

P(W,E,Z,� |α, γ , λ)

=
⎧⎨
⎩

D∏
d=1

∞∏
k=1

∞∏
t=1

P(πd |α)P(cdt |β)P(β ′
k | γ )P(φ′

k | λ)

×
[ Nd∏
n=1

P(wdn | zdn, {φk}∞k=1, cdt)P(zdn |πd)

]

×
∏
i,j
[P(ewdi,wdj)]

⎫⎬
⎭ , (9)

where � = (π ,β ,φ,C), W = {wdn}, E = {ewdi,wdj},
Z = {zdn}, π = {π ′

d}, β = {β ′
k} and c = {cdt}.

4. Posterior inference for the HDP–GTM

In this section, we turn our attention to the proce-
dures of posterior inference of the HDP–GTM. The
key inferential problem we need to solve is the pos-
terior distribution of latent variables given documents
when we use probabilistic topic models. The posterior
distribution for the HDP–GTM topic model is

P(Z,� |W,E). (10)

For nonparametric models, exact inference of the
model parameters is intractable in general. In order to
solve this problem, we discuss variational Bayes (VB)
inference methods for the HDP–GTM. VB presents
an efficient approximate method for the true posterior
P(Z,� |W,E) by minimising KL(Q || P). Q is called
variational distribution which is a simplification of the
true posterior P(Z,� |W,E). We propose the follow-
ing factorised family of variational distributions for
mean-field variational inference:

Q(Z,�) =
K−1∏
k=1

q(β ′
k | ak1, ak2)

K∏
k=1

q(φk | κk)

×
D∏

d=1

[ T∏
t=1

q(cdt | ηdt)
T−1∏
t=1

q(π ′
dt | γdt1, γdt2)

×
N∏

n=1
q(zdn | ζdn)

]
, (11)

where

β ′
k ∼ Beta(ak1, ak2), φk ∼ Dir(κk),

cdt ∼ Multi(ηdt), π ′
dt ∼ Beta(γdt1, γdt2),

zdn ∼ Multi(ζdn). (12)

Let� be the set of the parameters in Equation (12), then

KL(Q || P) =EQ[logQ(Z,�)] − EQ[logP(Z,� |W,E)

=EQ[logQ(Z,�)] − EQ[logP(Z,�,W,E)]

+ logP(W,E). (13)

Let

L(�) = EQ[logP(Z,�,W,E)] − EQ[logQ(Z,�)],
(14)

where L(�) is called the evidence lower bound (ELBO)
which is dependent on the variational parameters
�. The goal is to minimise the objective function
KL-divergence which is equivalent tomaximise the evi-
dence lower bound function. We use truncations for
inferencing the number of factors at T and K. Having
specified a simplified family of probability distribu-
tions, the next step is to set up an optimisation problem
that determines the values of the variational parame-
ters. The derivation details can be found in Appendix 1.
For document-level updates, at the document level we
update the parameters to the per-document stick, and
the parameters are

ak1 = 1 +
D∑

d=1

T∑
t=1

ηdtk,

ak2 = γ +
D∑

d=1

T∑
t=1

K∑
f=k+1

ηdtk,
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ηdtk = exp

{k−1∑
e=1
(�(ae2)−�(ae1 + ae2))

+(�(ak1)−�(ak1 + ak2))+
N∑

n=1

V∑
v=1

wvdnζdnt

(
�(λkv)−�

( V∑
l=1

λkl

))}
. (15)

There exists no closed-form solution for ζdtk. We can
derive Iterative expression of ζdtk by the Newton’s
method.

ζ
(n+1)
dtk = ζ

(n)
dtk − H(ζ (n)dtk )

−1�
ζ
(n)
dtk
L(ζ (n)dtk ), (16)

where f (ζ (n)dtk ) andH(ζ
(n)
dtk ) are provided in Appendix 1.

At the corpus level, we update the parameters to top-
level sticks and the topics,

γdt1 = 1 +
N∑

n=1
ζdnt ,

γdt2 = α0 +
N∑

n=1

T∑
b=t+1

ζdnt ,

κjv = βjv +
D∑

d=1

Nd∑
n=1

wvdnζdntηdtk. (17)

For each iterative step, define

�(n) = M(�(n−1)), (18)

for n = 1, . . . , whereM denotes a certain mapping and
{�(n)} denotes the sequences of iterates that are pro-
duced. To verify the convergence of Algorithm 1, we
need to combine Wang and Titterington (2006) and
the convergence of the Newton’s method. Therefore, by
Theorem 1 of Wang and Titterington (2006), we have
the following theorem, of which a proof is given in
Appendix 2.

Algorithm 1: Variational inference for GTM- -HDP
topic model

Input: Documents {wd}Dd=1
Output: Variational parameters�
initialise: Initialise the variational parameters1

�(0) and hyperparameters {α, γ , λ}
while the ELBO not converge do2

for d ∈ {1, . . . ,D} do3

Update ak1,ak2, ηdtk and ζdtk by4

Equations (15) and (16).
end5

Compute γdt1, γdt2 and κjv by Equation (17)6

end7

Theorem 4.1: as n approaches infinity, the iterative pro-
cedure (18)with probability 1 converges locally to the true
value��; that is, the iterative procedure (18) converges to
the true value �� and the starting values are sufficiently
near to ��.

5. Experiments

This section mainly carries out experimental design
and verifies the superiority of new model HDP–GTM
proposed in the previous section. The organisational
structure of this section is as follows: first, the dataset
used in this experiment is explained, including the pre-
processing of the dataset. Then the design scheme is
tested, Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is
adopted to classify the text, and indicators to evaluate
the experimental results are given. Finally, the text clas-
sification effects of HDP–GTM, GTM, HDP and LDA
are compared.

5.1. Data description

Two text libraries were used in this chapter experiment,
Reuters-215781 and 20-newsgroup2. Reuters-21578 is
a series of news articles published on Reuters news
website in 1987. It is widely used in text classification
tasks and has been manually marked by Reuters per-
sonnel. This group consists of 21,578 documents, some
of which are unmarked, and some of which are marked
with one ormore of 672 different categories. These cate-
gories are divided into five different categories: commu-
nication, organisation, personnel, location and theme.
The 20-newsgroup data set is a news text library, which
is often used for text classification, text mining and
information retrieval. This text library integrates about
20,000 news texts, and is evenly divided into 20 collec-
tions according to different news themes.

Before text analysis, the dataset should be prepro-
cessed first. The main purpose of text preprocessing is
to reduce the dimension of the text data by controlling
vocabulary so as to analyse the subsequent process. Text
preprocessing steps commonly used in text classifica-
tion are tagging, normalisation, stop-word removal and
word stem.

• Tagging: based on the ‘bag of words’ assumptions,
the text is divided into words or other meaningful
parts regardless of the order between words. After
being split, the whole text library is like a bag filled
with words, and each word will correspond to a
unique code.

• Normalisation: To convert and add or deletewords
in the document such as changing all uppercase
parts of words into lowercase, discarding words

1 http://www.davidlewis.com/resources/test collections/Reuters 21578/.
2 http://www.qwone.com/Jason/20 news groups/.
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with vocabulary less than 10 words in articles,
discarding words with vocabulary less than 3 or
more than 20 characters, deleting numbers and
non-alphabetic characters, etc.

• Delete stop words: Stop words refer to words that
are often encountered in the text but have nothing
to do with analysis, such as prepositions, articles,
conjunctions and so on.

• Words stem: Stemming is used to identify the
root/stem of a word in the text.

After preprocessing, the variance threshold of a sim-
ple baseline method is adopted to select features, and
the features whose variance does notmeet the threshold
are removed. In the traditional thememodel, we get the
document vector through the ‘bag of words’ (Aldous,
1985). Word bag is a simplified representation in which
documents are represented by word bag regardless of
grammar or even word order.

This paper studies the text data of graph structure
at the word level and considers the co-occurrence rela-
tionship between words. Therefore, before applying the
thememodel HDP–GTM, we also need to calculate the
correlation coefficient between words and convert the
text data into graph structure data. On the basis of tra-
ditional data preprocessing, it is necessary to add one
step operation at the last step to convert text data into
graph structure data. First, according to the following
formula:

fco = |Nei ∩ Nej |
|D| , (19)

where D is the number of documents in the corpus,
Nei and Nej denote the number of words ei and ej in
the corpus D respectively. We need to calculate the fre-
quency of common occurrence of each pair of words
fCO, and then compare it with the preset threshold ρ,
to determine whether there are edges between words. If
fco(i, j) ≥ ρ, the results of parameter derivation in the
previous chapter show that the existence of edges will
affect the calculation of posterior parameters.

5.2. Experiment design

The ‘bag of words’ representations of the documents
are unable to recognise synonyms from a given term set
and unable to recognise semantic relationships between
terms.We apply the topic-model approach to cluster the
words into a set of topics.Words assigned into the same
topic are semantically related. Our main goal is to com-
pare the performance of classification among different
topic models. We also apply and compare whether the
different threshold values have effects on the classifi-
cation. This experimental process is divided into three
stages, text preprocessing stage, topic models training
stage and text classification stage(Figure 5).

Figure 5. Graphical model representation of the process for
text classification.

In the topic models training stage, all documents are
used to train the topic model, and the purpose is to
extract valid feature information of the text. In the text
classification stage, the text set is divided into training
set and test set, and support vector machine (SVM) is
adopted to classify the text trained by different topic
models, and the classification effect of different mod-
els under SVM is compared. Because we consider the
association between words in the graph theme model,
it is necessary to set the threshold value to determine
whether edges exist or not in advance before experi-
ments are carried out.When we set different thresholds
ρ, the number of edges existing in the text is different.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between threshold and
average graph density in the Reuters dataset.

5.3. Evaluationmeasures

In this paper, accuracy, recall and F-score are selected
as evaluation index of experimental results. Accuracy
and recall are often used in the fields of information
retrieval and text mining as important indicators to test
model results. As far as text classification is concerned,
accuracy is used to measure the number of correctly
classified texts in the extracted texts accounting for the
number of samples. The recall is the proportion of cor-
rectly classified samples to all samples in the sample. In
Table 1, TP indicates the actual number of samples in
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Figure 6. The relation between threshold value of word relation and average graph density.

class awhich are finally assigned to class a, FP indicates
the actual number of samples in class b which are pre-
dicted as the class a, FN indicates the actual number of
samples in class awhich are predicted as class b and TN
indicates the actual number of samples in class b which
are predicted as the class b. The calculation formula of
the precision rate is P = TP/(TP + FP). The calcula-
tion formula of the recall rate is R = TP/(TP + FN).
In the actual classification, we hope that the higher the
value of P is, the better it is, and the higher the value of
R is, but sometimes when p and r values conflict, we can
refer to the value of F at this time. F is a harmonic aver-
age of accuracy and recall F = 2PR/(P + R). The larger
F is, the better the classification effect.

5.4. Result analysis

The subject categories belong to which in Reuters data
set and 20-newsgroup data set are known. At the begin-
ning of the experiment, first, the topic distribution of
each document is deduced by HDP–GTM, HDP, GTM
and LDA models, and then SVM algorithm is applied
to classify the topic of each document. Finally, the clas-
sification effect of different models is compared by cal-
culating the classification accuracy and recall rate. We
set different correlation coefficient threshold ρ and use
SVM classification method to compare the text topic
classification effects of HDP–GTM and other three
models HDP, GTM and LDA.

5.4.1. Reuter dataset
The Reuters data set is preprocessed, and finally 8025
texts are left. In the process of SVM text classifica-
tion, 5770 of these texts are used as training sets, and

Table 1. Evaluation measures.

True classification False classification

Predicted true classification TP (true positive) FP (false positive)
Predicted false classification FN (false negative) TN (true negative)

the rest 2255 documents are used as test sets. In this
experiment, four thresholds ρ are selected to compare
the precision, recall and F1 value of topic classifica-
tion of Reuters dataset by three models under different
thresholds.

From Table 2, the classification accuracy of HDP–
GTM is generally higher than that of other three mod-
els. The selection of the average density threshold ρ of
the graph basically has no influence on the classifica-
tion effect of LDA and HDP, because LDA and HDP
models are based on the ‘bag of words’ assumption, and
the correlation between words is not considered, so the
classification accuracy of LDA and HDP is not differ-
ent in different graph densities. GTM and HDP–GTM
are relatively sensitive to average plot density, but it is
not that the larger the plot density, the better. As shown
in Figure 7, when ρ = 0.0042, HDP–GTM has the best
classification effect, and the figure density at this time is
0.4017.

5.4.2. 20-newsgroup dataset
The 20-news group data set has 18,846 documents left
after data preprocessing. In the process of SVM text
classification, 11,314 documents are used as test sets,
and the rest 7532 documents are used as test sets.
In order to compare the topic classification effects of
the three models for the text library, the thresholds in
this section are consistent with those in the previous
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Table 2. Classification effects of the Reuters.

Reuters dataset

ρ = 0.01 ρ = 0.0042

HDP–GTM HDP GTM LDA HDP–GTM HDP GTM LDA

P 0.742 0.708 0.705 0.582 0.763 0.714 0.714 0.588
R 0.904 0.878 0.880 0.580 0.920 0.876 0.884 0.600
F 0.818 0.784 0.783 0.566 0.834 0.794 0.790 0.562

ρ = 0.0017 ρ = 0.0006

HDP–GTM HDP GTM LDA HDP–GTM HDP GTM LDA

P 0.725 0.707 0.690 0.580 0.737 0.716 0.710 0.581
R 0.888 0.881 0.885 0.582 0.900 0.873 0.876 0.583
F 0.798 0.781 0.775 0.564 0.811 0.786 0.784 0.568

Figure 7. Classification effect of Reuters dataset under
different ρ.

section. Table 3 shows the classification effect of three
different models under different thresholds. Overall,
the classification effect of HDP–GTM model is better
than that of other three models.

Comparing the classification results of Table 3, we
can find that the classification accuracy of LDA and
HDPmodel for two datasets is not different which indi-
cates that LDA and HDP modes are relatively stable
for topic classification. At the same time, the sensitiv-
ity of the two datasets to the threshold is different. As
shown in Figure 8, HDP–GTM performs best when
ρ = 0.0006.

5.5. Selection of the threshold

For graph structure data, the selection of threshold
value is related to the number of edges in the graph,

Figure 8. Classification effect of 20-newsgroup dataset under
different ρ.

and the range of threshold value is ρ ∈ (0, 1). Consider
the extreme situation:whenρ approaches zero, itmeans
that the density of the graph approaches 1, that is to
say, this graph is a connected graph, that is, there are
edges between each pair of node pairs. When ρ = 0, it
means that two nodes appear simultaneously in every
document, which is almost impossible in practice. The
edges in the graph are almost zero, and HDP–GTM at
this time is equivalent to the HDPmodel and the GTM
at this time is equivalent to the LDA model.

Through the analysis of the above two data sets, it
is found that the accuracy of GTM and HDP–GTM
model for the topic classification of Reuters data set is
higher than that of 20-newsgroup data set, as shown in
Figure 9. This difference is mainly related to the data

Table 3. Classification effects of the 20-newsgroup.

20-newsgroup dataset

ρ = 0.01 ρ = 0.0042

HDP–GTM HDP GTM LDA HDP–GTM HDP GTM LDA

P 0.727 0.702 0.683 0.581 0.702 0.698 0.665 0.580
R 0.823 0.813 0.848 0.734 0.815 0.802 0.798 0.723
F1 0.772 0.755 0.757 0.684 0.754 0.748 0.725 0.681

ρ = 0.0017 ρ = 0.0006

HDP–GTM HDP GTM LDA HDP–GTM HDP GTM LDA

P 0.734 0.695 0.698 0.598 0.719 0.697 0.671 0.580
R 0.873 0.811 0.858 0.735 0.835 0.809 0.816 0.776
F1 0.754 0.751 0.725 0.681 0.796 0.751 0.770 0.697
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Figure 9. Classification effect of two datasets under HDP–GTMmodel.

structure of the database itself. Figure 9 shows the clas-
sification effect of GTM model and HDP–GTMmodel
on two datasets.

6. Discussion

This paper proposed a new method HDP–GTM for
probabilistic topic modelling. HDP–GTM takes advan-
tage of the HDP and the GTM.We applied a variational
inference algorithm for calculating the posterior distri-
bution and investigated its convergence property. In the
experimental analysis, we reported applications in text
categorisation of the Reuters dataset and the 20 news-
group data set by the HDP–GTM, compared to HDP,
GTM and LDA. We found that the HDP–GTM is bet-
ter than HDP, GTM and LDA. Future researches can be
considered from the following aspects:

(a) The graph structure in this paper considers the co-
occurrence relationship at the word level, and it
is not widely used in terms of the research scope.
In addition to co-occurrence relations, future
research can consider other related relations, such
as proximity relations, semantic relations (Griffiths
et al., 2005).

(b) Besides considering the graph structure at the
word level, we can also try other graph structures
at other levels, such as the graph structure at the
topic level or the graph structure at the document
level.

(c) This paper considers the HDP for the prior dis-
tribution of topics, besides, other nonparametric
Bayesian processes can be also considered, such as
the Pitman–Yor process (Sato & Nakagawa, 2010).
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Derivation of posterior inference
for GTM–HDP

First, we expand evidence lower bound function L(�),

L(�) = EQ[logP(Z,�,β ,C,W,E |α, γ , λ)]
− EQ[logQ(β ′,φ′,π ′,C′,Z′)]

=
D∑

d=1

[EQlogP(πd |α)+
∞∑
t=1

EQlogP(cdt |β)

+
Nd∑
n=1

∞∑
t=1

∞∑
k=1

EQlogP(wdn | zdn,φk, cdt)

+
Nd∑
n=1

EQlogP(zdn |πd)+
∑
i,j

EQlogP(ewdi ,wdj)]

+
∞∑
k=1

EQlogP(βk | γ )+
∞∑
k=1

EQlogP(φk | λk)

−
D∑

d=1

[ ∞∑
t=1

q(πdt | γ 1
dt , γ

2
dt)−

∞∑
t=1

q(cdt | ζdt)

−
Nd∑
n=1

EQlogP(zdn |φd)
]

+
∞∑
k=1

EQlogq(βk | a1k, a2k)+
∞∑
k=1

EQlogq(φk | λk).

We rewrite the first term using indicator random variables:

Eq(πd)logP(πdt |α)

=
t−1∑
s=1

Eq(πd)log(1 − π ′
ds)+ Eq(πd)log(π

′
dt),

where

Eq(πd)[logπ ′
dt] = �(γdt1)−�(γ dt1 + γdt2),

Eq(πd)[log(1 − π ′
dt)] = �(γdt2)−�(γdt1 + γdt2).

The digamma function, denoted by� , arises from the deriva-
tive of the log normalisation factor in the beta distribution.
Then,

Eq(πd)logP(πdt |α)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

t−1∑
s=1

Eq(πd)log(1 − π ′
ds)+ Eq(πd)log(π

′
dt) if t < T,

T−1∑
s=1

Eq(πd)log(1 − π ′
ds) if t ≥ T.

EQlogP(zdn |πd) =
∞∑
t=1

q(zdn = t)EQ[logP(πdt)].

Recall that q(zdn = t) = 0 for t ≥ T. Consequently, we can
truncate this summation at t=T:

EQ(Z,�)logP(zdn) =
T−1∑
t=1

q(zdn = t)EQ[logP(πdt)],

where q(zdn = t) = π̃dt . Similarly,

Eq(βk)logP(βk | γ )

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

k−1∑
�=1

Eq(βk)log(1 − β ′
�)+ Eq(βl)log(β ′

�) if k < K,

K−1∑
k=1

Eq(βk)log(1 − β ′
�) if k ≥ K,

where

Eq[logβ ′
k] = �(ak1)−�(ak1 + ak2),

Eq[log(1 − β ′
k)] = �(ak2)−�(ak1 + ak2),

EQlogP(cdt |β) =
K−1∑
k=1

q(cdt = k)Eq[logβk],
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where q(cdt = k) = ηdtk.

EQlogP(φk | λk)

=
V∑
v=1
(λkv − 1)

(
�(κjv)−�

( V∑
k=1

κjk

))

+ log

(
�

( V∑
v=1

λkv

))
−

V∑
v=1

log(�(λkv)),

EQlogP(wdn | zdn,φk, cdt)

=
T∑

k=1

V∑
v=1

q(zdn = t)wvdnηdtkEQ(Z,�)[log(φjv)].

To simplify our notation, let wvdn = 1, iff wdn is the vth word
in the vocabulary.

q(zdn = t) = ζdtk,

EQ[logφkv] = �(λkv)−�

( V∑
k=1

λkv

)
,

∑
(i,j)

Eq
[
logp(ewdi ,wdj)

]
=
∑
(i,j)

Eq
[
log(φcdzdi · φcdzdj )

]

≈
∑
(i,j)

Eq

[
ς−1

K∑
k

φdi,k.φdj,k

+ logς − 1

⎤
⎦

=
∑
(i,j)

(
ς−1λ

φdik
ki .λφdikkj + logς − 1

)
.

ς = N(i,j)
K∑
k

(λ
ϕd,ni ,k
k,ni · λϕd,nj ,kk,nj ).

It can be seen from the forming process of edge that the
probability of edge existence follows a binomial distribution,
which is obtained by the inner product of the word distri-
bution of the corresponding node subject. The above second
step uses the Taylor’s expansion of the logarithmic function
at the point ς .

We first maximise equation with respect to ηdtk. Observe
that this is a constrained maximisation since

∑K
k=1 ηdtk = 1.

We form the Lagrangian by isolating the terms which contain
ηdtk and adding the appropriate Lagrange multipliers.

L[ηdtk] = ηdtkEq(β)log(β ′
�)+ ηdtkEq(β)log(1 − β ′

�)

− ηdtklog(ηdtk)+ λ

( T∑
i=1

ηdtk − 1

)

+ +
N∑

n=1

V∑
v=1

wvdnηdtkζdnt(�(λkv)−�

( V∑
l=1

λkl

)
.

Taking derivatives with respect to ηdtk and setting this
derivative to zero yields the maximising value of the varia-

tional parameter ηdtk, we obtain

ηdtk = exp

{k−1∑
e=1
(�(ae2)−�(ae1 + ae2))+ (�(ak1)

−�(ak1 + ak2))

+
N∑

n=1

V∑
v=1

wvdnζdnt

(
�(λkv)−�

( V∑
l=1

λkl

))}
.

Similarly,

ak1 = 1 +
D∑

d=1

T∑
t=1

ηdtk, ak2 = γ +
D∑

d=1

T∑
t=1

K∑
f=k+1

ηdtf ,

γdt1 = 1 +
N∑

n=1
ζdnt , γdt2 = α0 +

N∑
n=1

T∑
b=t+1

ζdnb,

κjv = βjv +
D∑

d=1

Nd∑
n=1

wvdnζdntηdtk.

For the parameter ζdnt , when finding the maximum value of
L(ζdnt) under the constraint of

∑T
t ζdnt = 1), then the partial

derivative of ζdnt :

�ζdtkL(ζdtk) =
(
�(κk,n)−�

( N∑
n=1

κk,n

))

+
k−1∑
h=1

(�(γdh2)−�(γdh1 + γdh2))

+�(γdk1)−�(γdk1 + γdk2)− logζd,n,k − 1

+
∑

nj∈Ne(ni)
(ς−1 · logκk,n · κζd,n,kk,n )

+
N∑
k=1

V∑
v=1

wvdnηdtk

(
�(λkv)−�

( V∑
l=1

λkl

))
.

Then the secondderivative of ζdtk isH(ζdtk) = ∂L/∂ζdtk∂ζdtk,
by Newton’s method,

ζ
(n+1)
dtk = ζ

(n)
dtk − H(ζ (n)dtk )

−1�
ζ
(n)
dtk
f (ζ (n)dtk ).

Appendix 2. Proof of Theorem 4.1

We derived � into two parts ζ and the remaining part of �
expressed by �, and note that �� and ζ � are the true value of
� and ζ respectively. Then

‖� −��‖ =
∥∥∥∥
(
�

ζ

)
−
(
��

ζ �

)∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥
(
� − ��

ζ − ζ �

)∥∥∥∥ ,
the convergence of ‖� − ��‖ is a special case of Theorem 1
inWang and Titterington (2006), then the iterative procedure
converges to the true value ��. The convergence of ‖ζ − ζ �‖
can be proved by the Newton’s method. With probability 1 as
n approaches infinity, the iterative procedure (18) converges
locally to the true value ��.
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